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PREFACE

The activities are organised according to the content and MLLs in each 

content area so that teacher choose appropriate activities to teach particular 

mathematical idea. The developmental nature of learning mathematics is kept in 

mind while designing the activities. Further, attempts are made to show how 

mathematics content should be taught through active child involvement in 

meaningful concrete, semi-concrete and abstract activities. The activities further 

represent both teacher-directed and student-directed activities.

Most of the instructional activities are described in terms of the purposes 

for which the activities can be used, the materials to be used, the types of 

activities (concrete, semi-concrete or abstract) students should be engaged and 

the procedures to be followed by the teacher or students or both. The titles for 

some of the activities were derived by identifying the concept to be taught and/or 

the instructional materials to be used by the students.

The ‘game strategies' is followed in some of the activities to create interest 

and excitement into the child’s learning process as well as to help the child to 

attain related competencies.

The activities in this document are exemplar in nature. The users can 

have the freedom to bring variations in the suggested procedure and use 

alternate materials. The material will be useful to teachers to select the 

appropriate activities for teaching mathematics at primary level effectively.

Pondicherry Government requested the Institute to undertake the 

comprehensive training programme on the utilisation of activities in teaching 

mathematics at primary level.

I express my gratitude to Dr. S.N. Prasad, Principal; Dr. K.K. Vasishta, 

Professor and Head, Department of Education, Regional Institute of Education, 

Mysore, for giving me opportunity to plan and execute the programme.

G. VISWANATHAPPA
Academic Coordinator
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1. Understanding Whole Numbers and Numerals

1.1.1: Counts from 1-20 using objects and pictures.

Concrete Mode of Activities

Activity 1: “Put one more”

Purpose: To relate the counting process to the act of putting one more.

Materials

1. Ten small containers such as shallow boxes, lids of tins, shallow mud cups, 

small leaf cups made using broom sticks.

2. Tamarind seeds (at least 20).

Procedure

First child puts a tamarind seed into the box. Make all children to say in a

chorus:

“One seed is in the box”.

Now the child passes the box to the second child. Let second child put 

one tamarind seed into the box saying “One seed is in the box. I put one more

seed into it”.

Again let all children say together.

“Two seeds are in the box”.

The box now moves to the third child. The process repeats until the box 

reaches the tenth child who puts one seed saying “Nine seeds are in the box, I 

put one more”.

All children say “There are ten seeds in the box”.

Note: 1. The same activity may be extended to count upto 20.



2. As a variation of the above activity, each child may be given a handful 

of tamarind seeds and a box. Make each child to repeat the steps of the 

above activity individually by himself/herself under the supervision of

monitors.

Activity 2

Purpose: To provide practice in counting from 1 to 20.

Materials

1. Number cards from 1 to 20.

2. A boxful of tamarind seeds.

Procedure

Shuffle the number cards well and place a number card in front of each

child. Give each child a handful of tamarind seeds.

Instruct the children to

1. See their number cards and then count tamarind seeds equal to the number 

present in the card.

Go to each child and check whether counting is done correctly. If a child 

counts incorrectly, let him/her count again.

After the children complete one round of counting, take back the number 

cards, shuffle them again and redistribute to the children for a fresh round of 

counting activity.

Activity 3

Purpose: To provide practice in counting 1 to 20.
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Material

Tamarind seeds.

Procedure

Let children stand in a circle. Place on the floor in front of each child a 

handful of tamarind seeds, in a heap. No heap must have more than 20 seeds. 

Clap once. At this each child takes the heap of tamarind seeds and counts them. 

Make each child to tell the number of seeds he/she has. Ensure that every child 

tells the number correctly. Let the children put back the tamarind seed into 

heaps.

Sound a whistle, on hearing the whistle children move in clockwise (or 

anticlockwise) direction. Let them keep moving. After one or two rounds. Clap 

once, and repeat the steps described in the above paragraph.

Conduct as many rounds of counting as needed.

Activity 4 (Game): “Bounce - the - bail”

Purpose: To reinforce the process of counting.

Material

Balls, sets of flash number cards from 1-20.

Procedure

The children sit in rows. Teacher stands at a place which can be seen by 

all the children. Give each child a set of flash number cards. (Children can use 

their fingers for counting). Tells the children that she will bounce the ball a 

number of times and each child should count similarly the number of times the

ball is bounced.
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Now bounce the ball a number of times. After completing this, tell the 

children to display the number card to indicate number of bounces.

Note: If activity No. 1 is difficult to conduct, clap the hands regularly and let the 

children display number cards to indicate the number of claps.

A variation: To conduct above activity -1 in groups, let the bright children of 

senior classes take teachers place in every group (if feasible).

1.1.2: Recognise numerals and matches numbers to numbers.

Semiconcrete Mode Activities

Activity 1: Card Puzzle -

Purpose: To provide practice in the identification of the cardinal number property 

to a set and matching with corresponding numeral.

Materials

A set of matching puzzle cards for the numbers 1-20 by using 3” x 5”

cards like the one shown below.

Procedure

Give a set of well mixed card puzzle pieces for the numbers 1-20 to each 

student and ask them to match the cards correctly. Go around to see how well
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the pieces are matched. Then ask the students to exchange the setof pieces and

match them.

Activity 2: '‘Domino Bingo” (Game)

Materials

Domino Bingo cards (The cards must be big enough that have at least 

three rows and three columns with numerals (1-15) written in the squares that 

describe the total number of spots on a domino. For example:

Shuffle the pack of dominoes well and place them in the middle of the 

playing table with the face down. The first player (student) draws a domino from 

the pack. If his domino represents a numeral of the card then he places it on the 

card, if not, he returns it to the pack face down. If incorrect play is made and 

challenged by another player, the player challenged muot return all of his 

dominoes to the pack and begin again. The player to have three dominoes in a 

straight line is the winner.

Evaluation

Keep collection of each of the different types of objects at different places

in the classroom.
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Ask students to go to the places in a sequence and write numeral 

corresponding to the cordinal number property of each collection of objects.

Note: Depending on the situation some students in the same class may be 

engaged in activity 1 and others in the activity 1.

Abstract Mode of Activities

Activity 1: Dice Game

Purpose: Practice to identify numerals from 1 to 100.

Materials

1. 17 dice (2 cm cubes) made of wood/thermocol/clay. Numerals form 1 to 100 

are boldly displayed on the faces of the dice.

2. A handful of couries/pebbles/tamarind seeds.

Procedure

Divide the class into groups of six children. First child in each group 

throws a die and reads aloud the numeral on the uppermost face of the die. If 

the child has read the numeral correctly then he/she takes a pebble, or else the 

next child gets the chance.

All children in the group repeat the above activity. Each group gets a new 

die to start the next round. This goes on.

At the end of ten rounds, the child in each group with largest number of 

pebbles is the winner.

Variations

1. The above game may be played in pairs.
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2. Two groups may play the above game with members of first group throwing 

the die in turns and the members of the second group reading the numeral. 

After all the members of the group finish throwing the die, the two groups may 

exchange roles and continue with the game. The group with largest number 

of pebbles is the winner.

Activity 2 (Game)

Materials

Chest numbers from 1 to 100 (chest number is a large number card, (say

4 to 5 inches square) attached to a string so that it can be worn around the neck, 

on the chest like a garland).

Procedure

Pick up ten chest numbers at random and arrange them in a row on the 

floor. Two groups (say A and B) of children stand in rows on either side of the 

numeral cards as shown in the figure.

Group A: X X X X X X X X X X

1 9 20 11 91 8 27 39 56 73

Group B: X X X X X X X X X X

Call out aloud a number (say 27). Point out a child from each row (two 

children facing each other). These two children rush to cQt the chest number 27. 

The child who picks it up first wears it on the chest. The two children return to 

their positions. Continue this activity until all the chest numbers are used up. The 

group with more chest numbers wins.
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Use different sets of chest numbers to ensure many rounds of this activity.

Variation

Let the children stand in a circle. Place all the number cards (not chest 

numbers) at the centre of an inner circle as shown in the figure. The advantage 

is that any two children are roughly at the same distance from the number cards. 

Other details of the game remain the same.

Activity 3 (Game)

Materials

A large number chart from 1 to 100 pasted onto a card-board (calendar 

numbers may be used).

Procedure

Divide the whole class into two groups (Group A and Group B). (1) First 

child of group A reads aloud a numeral from the chart and points to a child from 

group B (or calls out the name). This child from group B touches the numeral on 

the chart. If he/she is right, group B gets a point. Or else repeat the step (1) with 

the second child from group A.
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After all the children in group A have participated, interchange the roles of 

group A and B and continue the activity.

Group with more points is the winner.

1.1.4: Demonstrates understanding of place value by expanding numbers 10-20 

into tens and ones and by expressing the expanded form as a two digit number.

Concrete Mode Activities

Activity 1: Counting objects in tens and ones

Purpose: To develop the concept of place value

Materials

Collections of objects (twenty numbers) like sticks, match sticks, etc.,

rubber bands and thread.

Procedure

Divide the class into groups of 3 or 4 children, give each group a bundle of 

sticks having the same number of sticks in them.

Ask children to

1. count the number of sticks and tell that number.

2. arrange the sticks into bundles of ten (using rubber bands) and ones.

3. tell the number of bundles of ten and ones.

Help children in counting and making bundles of ten. Let children 

recognise that 14 sticks have 10 ones and 4 ones in them. Hence children

realise that 14 is ten ones and 4 ones or one ten and 4 ones.

State loudly that 1 ten and 4 ones make 14.

Write on the board.
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1 TEN and 4 ONES is 14.

Repeat this activity for other numbers between 10 and 20 with different 

objects until each child masters expanding a number (10-20) into ones and tens. 

Note: The above activity can be peated with pebbles, stone, flowers, etc.

Activity 2 (Game)

Purpose: To provide practice in expressing a two digit number from 10 to 20 in 

the expanded form and vice versa.

Materials

1. Numbers cards 10 to 20.

2. A box of match sticks or juice straws cut into two or three pieces.

3. Rubber bands

4. Number tray

(A number tray can be made by pasting together the edges of two identical 

shallow cardboard boxes so that it has two compartments, namely tens and ones 

compartments.)

Procedure

This game is played in pairs.

Shuffle well the number cards. Place them face down in a pile on the

floor.

First child takes the top card and looks at the number. He then counts and

takes the number of matchsticks, he needs, from the box of matchsticks. He

bundles ten matchsticks with a rubber band and places this bundle in the tens
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compartment of the number tray. Next he takes the remaining sticks and 

arranges them in ones (units) compartment as shown in the figure.

He now shows his number card and reads its number loudly. If he has 

correctly represented this number in the tray he can keep the number card and it 

is the second child a chance to play, or else (i.e. if he makes a mistake he gets 

no point and his number card is given to the second child who plays the game

with this card.

The game continues until the number cards are used up. The child with

more number cards wins.

Variation

(a) Cubic rods may be used instead of matchsticks. For e.g., if a child takes the 

number card 17 he uses one 10 unit-rod and seven unit cubes and arranges 

in the number tray.

(b) Spike abacus can be used instead of cubic rods/match sticks and tray.

Variation 2

The above activity/game may be modified. At the stage when the first 

child arranges matchsticks in the number tray make the second child to read out
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or tell the number represented in the number tray. Then let the first child show

his number card, to check the second child’s answer. Of the two children

whoever is correct gets or earns a marble. If both are right, both get marbles. 

Used number card is put away. The child with more marbles is the winner.

Semiconcrete Mode Activities

Activity 1

Purpose: To reinforce the concept of place value.

Materials

Cubic rods of all lengths.

Procedure

Show the cubic rods to the class drawing their attention to the varying 

lengths of the rods and their values. In particular, emphasise that the smallest 

cube (unit) has the value one.

The 10 cube rod has value = 1 ten or 10 ones (verify by comparison of

length).

Let the children repeat the above activity of matching rods with numbers.

Elicit a two digit number between 10 to 20 (14 say) and its expansion in

tens and ones. Write on the board.

14 is 1 ten and 4 ones.

Ask how to show this number using cubic rods ?

Let the children pick out the cubic rods to represent 4 ones and 1 ten.
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With the help of the children arrive at the correct arrangement of rods for 

14 as given here. Arrange cubic rods as shown in a row and make each child to 

recognise the tens and ones and tell the number.

Each child repeats the activity for numbers from 10 to 20.

Abstract Mode of Activity - Matching Number Cards

Materials

1. A set of ten number cards from 10 to 20.

2. A set of ten number cards labelled 10 to 20 in the expanded form.

Procedure

Let two children pay this game. Give the two sets of number cards to the 

two players. Let them shuffle their cards well and hold their cards in their hands. 

First player puts a card down on the floor, facer up. Second player sees the 

number on this card, takes out a matching cards from this bunch and put it down 

on the floor face up. If the cards match, both cards are put away.

Second player now repeats the above steps and game continues. If there 

is a mismatch of cards by second player then the first player gets a chance to 

match both the cards. For e.g. if first player puts down 13 and second player 

instead of putting down matching card 1 ten 3 one puts 1 ten 2 one, then the first 

player can match this card with his card 12 and take both the cards. The second 

player gets one more chance to match the earlier card 13.

The game continues.

Evaluation: Fill in the blanks.

1.
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2

3. Expand 10, 11 and 12 in tens and ones using marbles, beads and sticks.

4. Fill in the blanks.

(0

W

(iv)

5. 1 ten and.......one is 16

...... ten and 5 ones is 15

1.1.6: Arrange members from 1-100 in ascending and descending order. 

Semi-concrete Mode Activity: Cubic Rods

Materials

Cubic rods from 1 to 10 units length.

Procedure

Pairs of children play this game.

1. The first child (let us call him ‘A’) arranges the cubic rods in order/sequence

to resemble a staircase.

2. The child A, after making the staircase closes his eyes.
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3. Now second child (call him ’B’) removes one of the cubic rods, and hides the 

rod which is removed (i.e. one of the steps in the staircase) quickly closes the 

gap and claps.

4. (a) At this, A opens his eyes. He finds out where exactly gap was created the 

step (cubic rod) is missing (gap) says - 4 rod is gone or 5 rod is gone, etc.

(b) Takes unit cubes, makes a cubic rod which he wants to insert in the gap.

5. Now B takes out the hidden rod and matches the length of A’s rod.

6. If A’s rod is of correct length, A inserts it at the right place in the staircase.

7. If A has done his work correctly, both of them clap.

8. They exchange roles and the activity continues.

1.1.7: Identifies the numeral/numerals before, after or between any numeral/

numerals between 1-100.

Abstract Mode of Activities

Activity 1 (Game)

Purpose: To strengthen the notion of the predecessor and successor of a given

number.

Materials

(1) Five sets of number cards from 1 to 9.

(2) Eleven bundles of ten number cards each from 0 to 10.

Here, every bundle has ten identical number cards of a given number. For 

e.g., 5th bundle has ten number cards each of which has the numeral 5.
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Procedure

This game is to be played by four or five children, children sit in a circle

and each one holds a bunch of number cards from 1 to 9. At the centre of the

circle C are arranged eleven bundles of number cards. (See fig.)

The players shuffle their cards. The first child C, places a card in front say 

for e.g. card 6. The second child C2 draws the preceding and the succeeding 

cards from the respective bundles placed at the centre, displays them for all the 

players to see. If he is correct, he takes all the three cards and puts them by his 

side. Now the same child (C2) puts forth a number card. The third child C3 draws 

the predecessor and successor cards form the bundles as before, etc., and this 

goes on by turns. The child with most number of cards is the winner.

Note: The same game may be played for different sets of number cards 10-20,

20-30, etc.

Activity 2

Purpose: To provide practice in identifying the number which comes ‘between’ 

two given numbers.
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Materials

Chest numbers from 0 to 30.

Procedure

Fifteen to thirty children can take part in this activity. Other children of the 

class are used one by one by the teacher. Eighteen children participate in the 

sample activity detailed below.

Divide them into two groups. First group (Group A) with twelve children 

and second with six children (Group B). Twelve chest numbers are arranged

face down in a row as shown.

X X X X X X X X x Group A

0 2 6 8 13 15 19 21 24 26 28 30

Tr X X X X X Group B

The children of group A and B stand in rows as shown facing the class.

The rest of the children (in the class) sit in the class in rows and watch. Teacher 

says ‘ready’ ? and whistles (or claps). At this, the twelve children pick up one 

chest number each, wear them on their chests and go back to their positions. 

Now teacher takes six chest numbers namely

1 7 14 20 25 27 29 shuffles them and distributes

them to the children of group B, to be worn on the chests.

Teacher stands facing the class. Calls out a child (not from group A and

B). Choose some one in Group B.

This child goes to the group B and touches one of its members, reads 

aloud her/his chest number (say for e.g. 20).
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Teacher says to the child “bring the left and right partners of 20 from 

group A”. The child searches in group A and brings chest numbers 19 and 21 

and makes them to stand near the teacher. Next brings 20 and make them all to

stand in a row such that 20 comes between 19 and 21.

If the child does it correctly, the whole class claps and says in a chorus.

“20 is between 19 and 21”. A fresh round of activity starts when the

teacher calls another child from the class.

This goes on for six rounds.

Note: A fresh group of eighteen children may now be formed and the members 

of group A and B may now be sitting and watching the activity.

Activity 3

Materials

1. A bowl (plastic/metal) or even cardboard box.

2. Number slips (1 to 100).

Procedure

Ten children stand in a circle.

Teacher stands at the centre, with a container or bowl in her hand. The

bowl contains folded number slips labelled from 1 to 100.

Teacher takes a number slip from the bowl sees the number and hides it

in her closed fist.

Teacher (she) says, “I have a number here, whose predecessor is 12 and 

the successor 14” (or I have a number in my fist to whose left is 12 and to the 

right is 14). Find the number, so saying the teacher point to a child. If the child
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gives a wrong answer the question goes to another child. If the child answers 

correctly, then the child comes and takes the place of the teacher at the centre. 

This child now takes a number slip from the bowl and repeats the actions of her 

teacher. Next, another child takes here place and the activity contains in rounds 

until all the slips in the bowl are used up.

1.1.8: Compares numbers from 1 to 100 using the words ‘more than’, ‘less than’, 

‘same as’, ‘greatest’, ‘least’.

Purpose: To reinforce the idea of ‘greater’, ‘lesser’, etc.

Concrete Mode Activities

Activity 1 (Game)

Materials

1. A six faced die.

2. A handful of pebbles for each player.

Procedure

The game is played in pairs.

Give a die to the pair.

The first child throws a die and reads the number on the upper face of the 

die. He then takes pebbles equal to this number and notes the number on a 

paper or on the floor. Next the second child repeats the same steps and takes 

pebbles equal to the number shown on the die and notes it on a sheet paper. 

The activity goes on in turns. After two throws each, the children spread their 

pebbles on the floor by their sides.

Teacher asks them who has more pebbles ? who can answer quickly ?
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Whoever answers correctly gets a marble from the teacher.

Next teacher asks how many pebbles each has ?

Whoever answers first correctly, gets the next chance to throw the dice.

One who has more marbles is the winner.

Note: Child must answer without adding the numbers of pebbles in 2 throws. 

Semi-Concrete Mode Activity

Purpose: To provide practice in comparing numbers 1 to 10 using terms ‘greater 

than1, ‘less than’, ‘least’, ‘largest’, ‘same as’, etc.

Materials

Cubic rods of all sizes (from the kit).

Procedure

This activity goes on in two steps.

In step 1 a group of five or six children sit in a circle with cubic rods piled 

up in the middle.

One of the children takes a cubic rod at random shows it to the group and 

tells loudly what number it represents for e.g. if his is a 3 unit cubic rod, he says

‘3’ or 3-rod and writes the number on the floor.

All the remaining children search and pick out form the pile cubic rods 

longer than the 3-rod, show it to the group each on says in turn, the number of 

his/her rod as 7, 4, 6, 5, etc. The first child records all these numbers in the

same order on the floor with a chalk as 3. 7, 4, 6, 9, etc.

In the second step: Each child in the group must answer the following 

questions by looking at the numbers written on the floor.
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1. Which is the largest/smallest ?

2. Which are the numbers smaller/greater than each of those numbers ?

3. Which is the number greater than 7 ?

4. Which are the numbers greater than 5 ?

5. Which is the number smaller than 3 ?

Abstract Mode Activities

Activity 1 (Game)

Materials

1. Seventeen inch cubes made of wood/thermocol/clay each cube has six 

numerals (taken randomly) let 1 and 100 on each of its faces (one of cubes 

may have the numeral 15, 72, 21, 38, 7, 19 on its faces). Some of these 17 

cubes may be in duplicate.

2. One hundred beads.

Procedure

Two children play this game. Each child counts ten beads and puts them

in.

Each child throws a die simultaneously and reads the number on the 

upper face of the die. Suppose the first child gets the number 29 and the second 

gets 75 then both of them should try to say first 75 is a bigger. Whoever says the 

correct answer first is given a bead as reward.

The above procedure repeats several times. After completing one round 

teacher gives them two more cubes to play (ten throws make a round).

The person with largest number of beads is the winner.
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Note: Same activity may be conducted to tell the number which is ‘smaller than’. 

Activity 2

Materials

1. Number cards (atleast 2” square) from 1 to 100 (sheet numbers are

preferable).

2. 100 pebbles.

Procedure

Ten children stand in a circle. Well shuffled number cards are kept in a 

pile at the centre. Teacher stands with a box of pebbles.

As soon as teacher claps (or whistles), all children go to the centre and 

take a number card each and come back to their positions. Children tell their 

numbers aloud one by one in turns. Teacher points to a child and calls the child 

by her number (say 51) and says 51 bring to me a number larger than you.

The number 51 goes to a child in a circle with a number card greater than 

51, holds his/her hand and brings her to the teacher. If child does it correctly, 

teachers give a bead. This continues until all the children in the circle participate.

Competencies 1.1.4, 1.2.1 and 1.2.2

Activity 1

Materials

A set of 6 larger dice and a set of 6 smaller dice. (The numerals on faces 

of large dice represent the number of tens). 2 place value sheets 2 pencils.

Procedure

Two children play this game.
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Each child throws dice. One larger and another smaller.

At each throw, children record separately their scores in tens and units in 

their place value sheets.

For e.g. if larger dice shows 3 and the smaller dice shows 6, the child says 3 

tens and 6 units and enters these in the place value sheet. Then whichever child 

says the number is ‘thirty six’ first gets as point. Again the above process 

repeats. Six such throws makes one round.

Activity 2

Purpose: To reinforce the understanding of place value.

Materials: Two sets of number cards labelled 0 to 9. Two place value sheets 

and pencils.

Procedure

Two children play with a pack of well shuffled cards. The number cards 

are shuffled and placed face down. Each child takes a number card and decides 

to put it in one of the two columns of her place value sheet. Child must select 

one of the two columns (the tens and units columns) in the place value sheet. 

Children play in turns. When child takes second card it must be placed in the 

empty column. Each child reads the number that she has on the place value 

sheet. This number is also the score of the child. The child with higher two digit

number is the winner.

Objective in this activity is to make the child realise that to get a higher 

score she must put smaller numbers in units place and larger numbers in tens 

place.
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2. Ability to Add, Subtract, Multiply and Divide Whole Numbers

2.1.1 Adds numbers 0-18 with sum not exceeding 18.

Activity 1 (Game)

Materials

Two cubic dice each having six numerals randomly chosen from 0 to 9.

For e.g. one die may have 0, 2, 6, 9, 4, 3 and the second die may have 1,

5,7, 4, 6, 8.

Procedure

This game is played individually or in pairs. Both the children throw dice 

simultaneously. Both children note the numbers on the dice separately and 

record their sum, they do not say anything. This goes on ten times. Then the two 

children find how many times each has written correct sum. One who has more

correct sums is the winner.

Activity 2 (Game)

Materials

Two sets of number cards from 0-9. two paper bags or polythene bags, a

dozen marbles in a box.

Procedure

The two bags containing number cards from 0 to 9 and the box of marbles 

are both placed on the floor in front of the players.

The first child draws a number card from the first bag and then a card 

from the second bag, reads aloud the two numbers and tells the sum of these 

two numbers (or tells their sum). If he/she is correct, (earns) takes a marble from
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the box. Next, the second child repeats the above actions, takes a marble if sum 

is correct. If the answer is wrong the number cards are put back into the bag and 

the chance goes to the next child. The play continues until the two bags are 

emptied. The child who has collected more marbles wins.

2.1.3 Subtracts numbers from 0-18 to separate smaller number from a larger

number and to find the difference between two numbers.

Concrete Mode Activities

Activity 1 (Game)

Purpose

To strengthen the concept of subtraction as number difference.

Materials

1. A pair of number strips carrying numerals from 1 to 10 (these strips are made 

by pasting bright coloured paper on card board sheets of size 2” x 5").

2. Twenty tamarind seeds for each player.

3. A cubic die (1-6).

Procedure

The game is played by two children. Place the number strips (call them A

and B) side by side as shown.

x First Player

123456789 10 A

123456789 10 B

x Second Player

First child uses strip A and second child uses strip B.
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First child throws the die and reads aloud the number occurring on the 

upper face of the die. He takes as many (same number) tamarind seeds and 

places them one by one on the number strip A (see figure).

The second child now throws the die, reads aloud the number on the die

and fills numberstrip B with as many (same number) tamarind seeds.

In the next steps the two players compare the number of tamarind seeds

on the strips A and B. Whoever has more places occupied by tamarind seeds in 

his strip, gets (or takes) from the other, the number of tamarind seeds equal to

the difference.

For example, in the figure strip A has 6 seeds and strip B has 3 seeds. 1st 

child has more. Hence the second child must give the first child the difference of

6 and 3, i.e. three tamarind seeds.

All seeds are moved from the strips and both children repeat by turns all 

the above steps. This goes on until either of the players lose all his/her tamarind

seeds.

Note: Captured or earned tamarind seeds must not be used for filling the 

number strips. However they can be used for giving the seeds (difference) to the 

other player.
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Activity 2

Materials

(For each group) 18 objects such as beads, tamarind seeds, bean seeds, 

coffee seeds, small stones, etc. Numeral cards from 1 to 18, 25 marbles.

Procedure

Children of the class carryout this activity in groups of three.

One child spreads the objects on the floor. The second child counts the 

number of objects and shows the numeral card representing the number.

Both children close their eyes.

The third child places a piece of banana leaf or cloth on some of the

objects.

First two children open their eyes.

The third child asks “How many objects are under the cloth/banana leaf ?” 

or “How many objects are hidden ?”

Whoever answers correctly (except the third child) and shows the right 

numeral card gets a point. So he gets marble from the third child.

Now the children remove the cloth and check their answers. If the

answers are wrong no one gets a marble.

Children change their roles by turns and repeat the activity thrice. This

forms one round.

To start a fresh round new set of objects may be used.

Activity 3: ‘Take away’, ‘Remove’, ‘Reduce to*

Purpose: To reinforce the meaning of subtraction.
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Materials

Beads, bindies, cubes (from cubic rods set) buttons (eighteen each of two 

or three colours)

Procedure

Place 9 green buttons on one side of the table and 6 red buttons on the

other side. Ask a student these questions.

“How many buttons are on the table ?”

after the student answers, ask him/her,

“How did you get this answer/number ?”

Now remove 6 red buttons, and ask the child “How many buttons are left 

(remaining) on the table ?”

“Can you explain/tell me how you got this number ?”

If a child makes a mistake or gives an incorrect answer, let him listen to

the answers of other children. Give him a chance later.

Semi-concrete Mode Activities

Activity 1: “How many are left ?”

Material

Fresh cards (papers) on which two sets of coloured dots (together from 

5-18 with a difference of atleast 1) drawn on each card like the one below.

Procedure

Pick a flash card from the pack of cards. Display it to pupils. (Say that the 

card contains 4 green dots and o red dots). Ask the following questions and help 

pupils to respond correctly.
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How many dots are green ?

How many dots are red ?

How many are 4 dots and 6 dots together ?

Cover up 4 green dots.

How many dots are left ?

How many are 4 dots from 10 dots ?

How many are left if 4 dots are taken away from 10 dots ?

Repeat the activity with other flash cards.

Activity 2: “The number line”

Material

Papers on which a set (three to four) of number lines drawn. Flash cards

describing problem situations.

Procedure

Give each student a paper and present the problem from a flash card like 

the following example.

I have placed a set of 4 bean seeds on one side of my table. Mark on your 

number line to show how many bean seeds are on the table. Now I am going to 

place 6 tamarind seeds on another side of my table. When I finish, mark on your 

number line to show how many seeds are on the table.

The pupil’s number line should look as shown here.
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I am going to remove the set of tamarind seeds. When I finish, mark on

your number line to show how many seeds are left on the table.

The students’ number lines should then look like the following:

Repeat the activity.

Abstract Mode Activities

Activity 1: “Writing mathematical sentence”

Procedure

Present problems situations that require the students to write the equation

and find the answer.

1. Shayam’s mother put 8 apples on a plate for breakfast. After breakfast there 

were only 2 left. How many apples did Shayam’s family eat ?

(Answer: 8-2 = )
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2. Mary brought 12 postcards. She gave 7 to her brother. How many postcards 

does Mary have ?

(Ans: 12-7= )

3. 6 and 9 make_________so 6 from 15 is__________ .

(Answer: 6+9 = 15, 15-6 = 9)

4. 9 and_______make 16, so 9 from 16 is__________ .

(Answer: 9+ =16, so 16-9= )

2.1.4 Subtracts mentally one single digit number from another single digit

number

Activity (Game): Where must the frog land ?

Purpose: To provide oral practice in subtraction.

Materials

Number line

Two buttons of different colours

1 die 1-6 for athletic frogs.

Procedure

1. Ask students to pair up.

2. Ask them to draw a line on a paper, markoff equal intervals and number 

these from 0 to 9 as given below.

3. Give each student a button.

4. The frogs start at 9.

5. Player A throw the die and tells frog what number it must hop to.
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6. Player B checks, and if he says ‘Agree’, the frog is allowed to hop. Then 

player A keeps this button on the number.

7. If B does not agree, he says so, and they check.

8. If A has made a mistake, his frog may not hop.

9. The player B then throws the die and play continues.

10. Two frogs may be at the same number.

11. The winner is the frog which first hops past zero.

3.1.1 Recognises coins and currency notes of different denominations.

Semi-concrete mode

Activity

Divide the class in groups of five children. While forming the group ensure 

that there are fast learners, average learners and slow learners in each group. 

Advise fast learners not to dominate in all the words but help others to do the 

work. It should be ensured that every child gets equal opportunity in the group. In 

each group give 25 coins - 5 coins of each of the denominations 5 paise, 10 

paise, 20 paise, 25 paise and 50 paise. Ask the children to classify the coins 

according to their denominations. Make sure that each student in a group gets 

the coins of same denomination. That is. one child gets 5 coins of one single 

denomination. Ensure that each group does it work correctly. Call a child having 

5 paise, coin by name without indicating about the coin. (You should ensure that 

child has 5 paise coins). Ask him to show the coin to the whole class. Then ask 

all the children with same denomination of coin (with their coins) to come 

together. These children form a new group in front of the class. They together
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observe their coins and find out the peculiarities of these coins. Some may find 

that the number ‘5’ is written on one side of the coin and no number is written on

the other side. At this stage, you will declare that this is 5 paise coin. Then the 

children of the new group say loudly that they have 5 paise coins. Ask the 

children to go to their original groups. Each child in a group takes from him the 5 

paise coin in turn, feels it and returns the same to the student possessing 5 

paise coin.

The same process can be repeated using other coins. The teacher can 

take 3 or 4 periods to complete the activity for all the coins. This activity can be 

repeated using currency notes as well.

Concrete Mode

Activity

Materials

Marbles, balloons, flowers, rubber bands and collection of coins of

denominations upto one rupee or toy coins made of cardboard sheets, toy

currency notes.

Procedure

The teacher displays the objects to the whole class and asks some 

children to act as sellers of the objects. Objects are distributed among the 

sellers. Price tag is fixed to every article and the same is displayed to the whole 

class by a seller. If any child wants to buy any object, he has to select the correct 

denomination of coin and then take the object. If he selects the wrong coin, he is 

deprived of the object.
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Evaluation

1. What is the cost of a pen ? Answer this question by showing the correct coin.

2. What is the article you will get for 10 paise ?

3. Arrange the coins in increasing order of their denomination.

3.1.2 Uses non-standard units (such as handspan, human feet, stick, etc.) to 

measure lengths of objects in immediate environment.

Activity 1

Materials

Sticks.

Procedure

Ask children to go outside and get two sticks. Each child in turn shall 

display the two sticks to the whole class and say, “this one in the longer stick and 

the other one is the shorter one” by comparing the two and pointing to the

relevant stick.

Evaluation

Students will answer the following questions, given a pair of strips. Which 

one is longest ? Which one is shortest ?

Note: This activity can be repeated using cuisenaire strips also (OB kit material). 

Activity 2

Procedure

Ask students of each row in the class to stand in ascending order of their 

heights. Ask loudly “who is the tallest student in the row ? Who is the shortest
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student in the row ?” The students will answer accordingly by telling the names of

the students.

Activity 3

Materials

Pencils, chalks, pens, scales, sticks.

Procedure

Put all the articles on the table. Call a child and ask him to take two

objects from the table. Then ask him to show the longest of the two or the 

shortest of the two. Repeat the activity with other students.

Activity 4

“Shaking hands”.

Divide the class into two groups of equal numbers. Say groups A and B. 

Let the groups A and B stand facing each other.

1. Children rearrange themselves in the order of increasing heights in each

group.

2. Let the tallest student in each group say I am the tallest. Let these tallest 

children shake hands. Similarly, the shortest boys of groups A and B shake

hands with each other.

Now let two new groups A and B of children be formed and let the above 

activity continue.

At the end of the a few round of above activity, let each child identify who 

in the class is taller/shorter to himself. (Next taller/shorter)
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Activity 5

Purpose: To provide practice in the measuring of length using handspan, sticks.

Measure the length of edge of the table using handspan and say how 

many hand spans will cover the length of the edge of the table. Then ask the 

children to measure the length of any one objects in the classroom. E.g. edge of 

bench, desk table, height of table, length of blackboard, length of window. Ask 

them to find out how many hand spans is the length of each object. Repeat this 

activity using sticks. The children record the lengths of their objects using 

handspans and sticks in a tabular column.

Evaluation

Which is longer a handspan or a stick ?

Ask the students to measure the length of their own bench using

handspans or arms.

Activity 6

Take the whole class to the playground and ask each child to draw a line 

on the ground using a stick. Ask them to measure the length of their lines using 

feet, stick and handspan. Ask suitable question as below.

How many sticks will cover the length of your line ?

How many feel will cover length of your line ?

How many handspans will cover the length of your line ?

Teacher records the responses on the board in a tabular column. Elicit 

from the students that some objects has different lengths if measured in (non

standard units) in different ways.
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Note: If it is difficult to execute this activity in the playground (out doors), 

classroom itself can substitute for the playground lines can be drawn on floor of 

the classroom/slates/paper edges of the classroom for measurement.

Activity 7

Purpose: To reinforce the process of measuring length.

Materials

Sticks, threads.

Procedure

Students can (a) measure the distance of their long jump using handspan, 

feet or sticks, (b) make threads measuring 2 handspan, 3 handspan or so,

(c) measure the heights of their fellow-students using handspan, and

(d) measure the length and breadth of the classroom using a stick.

3.1.3 Uses non-standard units of mass (weight) (such as stones, beads, etc.) to 

weigh objects in immediate environment using a toy scale.

Activity 1

Purpose

To provide practice in knowledge about the relative weights of two objects 

in immediate environment by feeling the thrust of the weights of the objects on 

palm.

Procedure

Students are sent outside the classroom to bring leaves, twigs, pebbles 

and stones of different sizes. They are displayed to the whole class. Each 

student in turn picks two objects out of the lot (under the guidance of the
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teacher) so that he is able to say that which is heavier by feeling the thrust of the 

objects on his palm. Make the children to select such pair of objects that their 

difference in weights can be distinctly felt.

Note: The above activity may be suitably modified by classifying the objects in 

three categories light, not so heavy, very heavy. A student may tell about the 

relative weight, of three such objects (falling under different categories) by 

feeling their thrusts on his palm.

Activity 2

Materials

Stones, beads and sand, a toy scale or a pan balance, a bowl, a tumbler.

Procedure

a. Let the student put some sand on one pan of the toy pan balance and some 

stones on the other pan of the balance. Then ask which has greater weight -

the stones or the sand.

1. If the pan containing sand is higher then the one containing stones, the 

student realises that the sand is lighter than the stones.

2. If the pan containing sand is lower then the one containing sands, the

student realises that sand is heavier than the stones.

3. If both the pans are at the same level, the student realises that both sand 

and stones have same weight.

b. The student repeats the procedure outlined in (1) with beads and sand, puts 

the sand and the beads in the weighing pans. Let the student infer about their
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relative weights, which is the heavier of the two sand and beads; or else, they 

have the same weight.

c. The student repeats the procedure with stones and beads to infer about the 

relationship of the weights of stones and beads.

d. The student answers the following questions based on (a), (b) and (c).

(i) Which one among the three (collection of stones, collection of beads and 

sand) has the least weight ?

(ii) Which one has the greatest weight ?

(iii) Arrange the collection of stones, the collection of beads and sand in order 

of increasing weights.

Note; The objects selected for measurement of weight must be nearly of the 

same weight. So that child may not be clear about which of them is heavier. 

Need to weight them is brought out.

Activity 3

a. The student realises by putting a tumbler and 5 stones. Here the student 

places beads (kit) or cubic rods (units) equal weight one by one on the pan till 

both the pans are at the same level of height, on the two pans of the 

weighing scale that the weight of the tumbler is same as that of the number of 

concentric rods of same length as here both the pans are at the same level of 

height.

b. The student realises by repeating the procedure outlined in.

c. That the weight of a bowl is equal to that of more than one cubic rods. That is

a bowl is five times heavier than a stone.
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Evaluation

Let the student find the relative weight of two books.

Activity 4

Procedure

a. Then let the student weigh a bowl using beads/or cubic rods and find that the 

weight of the bowl. Let student count the number of beaas/cubic rods.

b. Let the student weigh the bowl using beads to find that the bowl weighs equal 

to that of 7 beads. Ask weight of how many cubic rods/beads is equal to 

weight of the bowl ?

c. Now let the student realise that a stone is heavier than a bead as 7 is greater

than five.

Evaluation

If the tumbler weighs equal to that of 5 beads and also the weight of the 

tumbler equal to that of 5 stones, what can you say about the relative weights of

a stone and a bead ?

5.1.1 Recognise and name the four basic geometrical shapes, circle, triangle, 

square and rectangle.

Activity 1

Purpose: Identification of the four basic geometric shapes.

Materials

Several currency notes, picture post cards, round coins and objects 

having the four shapes, (e.g. triangular cardboard cutouts). Rectangles with its 

length equal to twice its width, a square with same width as mat of rectangle.
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Procedure

a. The teacher exhibits a round coin and emphasis that this shape is round. 

Then he calls a group of students and asks the group to pick up objects of 

same shape from the displayed objects, displaying the group of round 

(circular) objects to the whole class. The teacher says that such shape is 

called a circle, and asks the students to repeat that this shape is circular.

b. The same procedure can be extended to.

Note: The portion of the activity connected to names of shapes may be deferred

to class II.

Activity 2: '‘Bending wires”

Procedure

Constructs a rectangle by bending a wire, or with a broomstick (not 

breaking and into pieces but lightly). Displays it to children and says this is a 

rectangle. Instructs the children make similar shapes using broomsticks and asks

them to tell the name.

1. Compare the lengths of the edges find the lengths are paiwise equal.

2. Out of a collection of objects the students are asked to select objects of any 

one of the four shapes.

Note: The portion of the activity connected to names of shapes may be deferred

to class II.

Next teacher constructs a square with wire/broomstick and repeats the 

above activity. Children find that all the four edges are equal in a square.
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Teacher shows four broomsticks of equal length. Now. teacher asks these

questions.

1. Whether a square can be formed.

Again the teacher holds in her left hand a pair of broomsticks of equal 

lengths and in her right hand another pair of broomsticks of equal but shorter 

lengths and asks.

Whether a square can be made using these four sticks.

By repeating the above activity the teacher must ensure that the 

difference between a square and a rectangle is brought about.

Activity 3: “Play with dots”.

Materials

Square pieces of paper (11 cm x 12 cm) on which a dot pattern is made 

as shown here. (10 row by 10 columns of dots will be preferable).

Procedure

Teacher distributes the square piece of papers to all children. Teacher 

draws the dots figure on the board and shows how to draw triangles, using the 

dots in the figures on the board.
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Teacher instructs the children to draw as many triangle as they can using 

the dots in the papers supplied to them.

Note: The above activity can be extended - square and rectangles.

Activity 2: Puzzle cards

Purpose: Deeper understanding of geometrical shapes.

Materials

Cardboard of the four cutouts shapes (e.g. discs, tiles, bangles).

Procedure

Students are given the broken pieces and asked to reassemble them to 

form the appropriate shapes.

Activity 3

Materials

Pictures of a bicycle, bus, one rupee note, boat, ship, star, school 

building, chess board, train, etc.

Procedure

Teacher supplies the pictures to three groups of students and asks them 

to write down the number of squares, triangles, rectangles and circles (in each 

picture). When the group completes the activity, the pictures are taken back and 

the teacher checks whether they are correct. Then the pictures are exchanged 

among the groups (noting down the number of such geometrical shapes) for 

doing another round of the activity with different pictures assigned to the groups.

Evaluation

1. The students are asked to collect several objects of these shapes.
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2. Out of a collection of objects the students are asked to select objects of any 

one of the four shapes.

3. A bunch of broomsticks of various lengths is provided to children. Each child 

is asked to select broomsticks of suitable lengths and make triangles, 

rectangles and squares with them.

5.1.2 Demonstrates the understanding of the basic properties of the four shapes 

- a triangle, a circle, a square and a rectangle.

Activity 1 (Triangle)

Materials

Triangular cutouts made of cardboard, straws, sticks, gum, straps of

paper, etc.

Procedure

a. Teacher exhibits triangular cutouts made of cardboard to the students. Then 

he hands them over to different students of the class arranged in small 

groups. He instructs the students to observe the objects. The teacher asks: 

How many sides does a triangle have ?

Students: The triangle has three sides.

Teacher: How many corners does a triangle have ?

Students: A triangle has three corners.

Teacher: So a triangle has three sides and three comers (basic property).

b. The teacher then give straws/sticks to different students and asks them to 

form a triangle on the floor. The teacher guides them. The teacher must 

ensure that the students join the ends of straws and form a closed figure.
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The teacher then distributes papers marked with dots and numbered as 

below among different students with instructions to join the dots connecting

numbers 1,2 and 3 and in the order.

Activity 2 (Circle)

Materials: Circles of different sizes, cutouts of cardboard, straps of paper, gum,

bangles, rings, etc.

Procedure

a. To exhibit circular cutouts made of cardboard, bangles, rings, etc. and hand

them over to different students.

Teacher: What is the shape of those objects ?

Student: These objects are round.
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Teacher repeats that the circles are round.

b. The teacher then gives strips of paper to students of different groups.

The teacher asks them to make circular (round) shape by joining their

ends.

The teacher asks the students to show the circles to the class. Then the

teacher hands over papers containing dotted circles and asks to students to form 

circles by drawing along the dotted path.

Activity 3 (Square)

Materials

Square cutouts of different sizes made of cardboard, straws, sticks, strips 

of paper, gum, etc.

Procedure

a. The teacher exhibits square cutouts of different sizes and distributes them 

among students.

Teacher: How many sides has a square ?

Students: Four

Teacher: How many corners has a square ?

Students: Four

Teacher: What do you observe about the length of all sides of a square ? 

Students: May not answer.

Teacher demonstrates how all the sides of a square are of equal length. 

He places a square on the blackboard and draws a line along one of its sides.
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Then he draws along other sides of the square and asks students to

observe that all the sides are equal length.

Teacher: Are all the sides of a square equal ?

Student: All the four sides of square are equal.

Teacher: A square has four equal sides and has four corners.

Teacher gives sticks/straws of equal length to different students and asks

them to form square shapes.

Teacher then asks students to cutout a square from a rectangular paper 

by folding the paper.

Teacher hands over papers marked with dotted squares and asks 

students to complete the square path by tracing along the dotted path.

Activity 4 (Rectangle)

Materials: Rectangular, cardboard cutouts of different sizes, straws, sticks, 

straps of paper, gum, etc.

Procedure

a. The teacher exhibits rectangular cardboard cutouts of different sizes and

hands them over to the students.
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Teacher: How many sides does a rectangle have ?

Students: Four

Teacher: Are all the sides equal ?

Students: No. only the opposite sides are equal.

Teacher: How many corners does rectangle have ?

Students: The rectangle has four corners.

Teacher: A rectangle has four sides of which the opposite sides are equal and it

has four corners.

b. Teacher gives to each student two pairs of sticks of equal length and asks 

every student to form a rectangle of sticks.

The teacher hands over to students papers on which rectangles are 

drawn with dotted line and asks them to complete these rectangles by training

along the dotted lines.

1.2.1 and 1.2.2: Demonstrates understanding of place value of 2-digit numbers. 

Activity 1

Materials

Two sheets of paper, each divided into two columns called tens and units

column.
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Procedure

Two children play this game.

The objective of each player is to get his number displayed in the tray first. 

Each player can either take away or put into the tray a unit or ten at a

time.

Before the play begins the number tray has ‘One ten’ in it (see Fig. 1).

The pack of twenty numeral cards are shuffled and placed face down.

Each player takes a card from the pile.

The play goes on as illustrated here.

Suppose first player has the card 2 2 and the second player has 3 7.

The first child puts a unit in the tray, and reads the number as one ten and

one unit or eleven. Writes this in his sheet of paper as in the fig. 2.

Now the second child puts a ten into the tray and reads the new number

as 2 tens and one units or twenty one. Writes in his sheet of paper as in fig. 3.

The first child puts a unit into the tray and says 2 tens and 2 units is

twenty two. He has reached his target number 2 2. So, he shows his card and 

keeps it. He then takes a fresh numeral card or target number say 4 1. Recall, 

second child has 37 card. He not puts a ten.

Activity 2

Purpose: To provide practice in expanding a two digit numeral into tens and

units using cubic rods.
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Materials

1. 20 (two digit) numeral cards. These are cards made by pasting calendar 

numerals on used post cards.

2. Numeral tray: which is made by placing two identical shallow cardboard 

boxes side by side and pasting two identical shallow cardboard boxes side by 

side and pasting their edges in the middle (see fig. ).

3. Cubic rods from kit.

Procedure

20 numeral cards are shuffled well and kept in a pile face down.

The game is played by four children. Each child takes a card from the pile. 

The first child - say Gi sees the number on his card and matches this

number by placing required number of ten rods and units in the tray. For e.g., If 

his card shows 2 6 then he places 2 tens and 6 units in the tray as shown here 

and loudly says 26 means 2 tens and 6 units. If he does it correctly, he keeps his 

card, or else puts back the card at the bottom of the pile. Second child say C2 

changes the tens and units in the tray to match his number. For e.g., If his card 

shows 3 1 then he puts one more ten into the tray and takes out 5 unit cubes, 

from the tray. The child C3 gets his number in the tray by changing the 10’s and 

units in it then C4 repeats this action.
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This goes on by turns, until all the cards are used up. The child with larger

number of cards wins.

Note: If units place of a number is zero then the units column of the tray will have 

no cubes or it is empty.

2.2.2 Subtracts 2-digit numbers without borrowing and with borrowing (A) 

Subtracts 2-digit numbers without borrowing.

Concrete Mode Activities

Purpose: To provide manipulative devices that highlight the type of strategies 

involved in the algorithms being taught.

Activity 1A: “Cubic rods”.

Materials

Cubic rods

Charts labelled like those shown in illustration below.

Procedure

Show the cubic rods to the class drawing their attention to the longs and 

units and their values. Ask the student to write a problem at the right of the chart 

as indicated in the charts in illustration. Then have them represent the minuend 

by placing the correct number of cubic rods of the chart. Finally have the
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students remove the number of cubic rods represented by the subtrahend and 

write the difference.

Illustration

Semi-concrete Mode Activities

Activity 1 (Multibase abacus)

Procedure

Give one abacus to a group of 5 or 6 students. Have each group use 

abacus to record their steps as they mentally work problems. For example to 

solve the problem 56 -24 = , ask students to go through the following:

Step 1: represent 56 by putting six counters in units place and 5 counters in tens

place as shown in adjacent illustration.

Step 2: Remove 2 tens and 4 ones by taking away four counters from units place

and 2 counters from tens place.

Step 3: The difference is 32 as there are three counters in tens place and two 

counters in ones place. Repeat the activity with some more problems.

Activity 2: “Place value chart and tally marks"

Material

Papers containing place value chart like the one shown in the illustration 

(Students can also be made to prepare place value charts in the note books).
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Coloured pencils - one blue and one red.

Procedure

Give each student a place value chart and a blue and a red pencils. Ask 

students to solve the problems like 36-24 = through the following steps.

Step 1: Represent 36 (the minuend) in the place value chart by marking 3 tallies 

with red pencil in the tens column and 6 tallies with blue pencil in the ones

column.

Step 2: Remove 2 tens and 4 ones by marking cross (X) over two tallies in tens

column and 4 tallies in one column.

Step 3: The difference is 12.

Abstract Mode Activities

Activity 1: (Place value chart and expanded notation)

Purpose: To highlight the role of place value in multidigit subtraction.

Procedure

Ask students to represent the minuend and subtrahend in the place value 

chart and record their computation expanded notation as follows. Then ask them 

translate their work into. Repeat the activity.

(B) Subtracts 2-digit numbers with borrowing.

Concrete Mode of Activities

Purpose: To develop proper understanding of the steps involved in the 

algorithms being taught through manipulation of objects representing numbers.
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Activity 1 (Cubic rods)

Materials

Cubic rods from OB kit

■ Charts labelled like those shown in the illustration under procedure (students 

can be asked to prepare these charts).

■ Flash cards (papers) containing five subtraction, equations like.

Procedure

Divide the class into groups of 4 or 5. Give each group a five longs and 20 

units. Demonstrate how to solve the subtraction equation through the steps 

illustrated below. Let the subtraction equation be 24-16 =

Step 1: Represent 24 in the chart by putting 2 longs in tens columns and 4 units

in ones column.

Step 2: Exchange 1 ten (1 long for 10 ones (10 units))

Step 3: Remove 1 ten (1 long) and 6 ones (6 units)

Step 4: The final result is 8 i.e.

24 10+14

-16 -(10+6)

2.2.2 (B)

Activity (Concrete mode) Game: Tens child and ones child.

Purpose: To provide visual illustration of one step regrouping (borrowing) in

subtraction.

Materials

10-15 bundles of ten sticks and 18 sticks number cards.
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Procedure

1. Make two groups of two children each and designate the tens child and ones

child.

2. Shuffle the number card well and make two sets.

3. Team A draws a number cards say 52, from set A, displays the card for team

B to see. Then the tens child will hold 5 bundles of sticks and the once child

will hold 2 single sticks.

4. Team B then draws a number card, say 28, displays the card for team A to

see. Then the tens child will hold 2 bundles of sticks and ones child will hold 8

single sticks.

5. Team which has drawn the number card with smaller number approach the

other team.

6. The ones child from Team B asks his counterpart 8 sticks.

7. Since ones child from Team A cannot give him B sticks, he takes a bundle of 

ten sticks from tens child of his team. He then breaks up the bundle of ten 

sticks into single sticks (as ones child can hold only single sticks), and he 

thus have 12 sticks. He then hands 8 sticks to his counter part and has 4 

sticks remaining.

8. The tens child from Team B asks his counter part 2 bundles of sticks.

9. The tens child from Team A hands over bundles and has 2 bundles of sticks

remaining.

Thus 2 bundles of ten plus 4 sticks or 24 sticks remains with Team A.

The play thus continues for a number of rounds.
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Semi-concrete Mode Activities

Activity 2: “Multibase abacus”

Procedure

Give one abacus to a group of 5 or 6 students. Give each group a 

subtraction equation like 42-28 = . Have then solve the equation through

the following steps.

Step 1: Represent 42 on the abacus.

Step 2: Exchange 1 ten for 10 ones.

Step 3: Remove 8 ones and 2 tens.

Step 4: The difference is 42

-28

14

Repeat the activity with other subtraction equations.

Activity 3: “Place value and tally marks”.

Materials

1. Papers containing place value chart like the one shown in the illustration.

2. Coloured pencils - a blue and a red.

Procedure

Give each student a place value chart and a blue and a red pencils. Write 

subtraction equation like 23-16 = . Ask students to solve the equation

following the steps given below.

1. Represent 23 in the place value chart marking 2 tallies with red pencil in the 

tens column and 3 tallies with blue pencil in the ones column.
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Step 2: Rename 23 as 1 ten +13 ones. This is done by marking one red tally 

under tens column with 13 blue tallies in ones column.

Step 3: Take away 1 ten and 6 ones by marking ‘X’ over one tally in tens column

and 6 tallies in ones column.

Step 4: The difference is 7. Repeat the activity with other subtraction.

Abstract Mode Activities

Activity 1: “Place value chart and expanded notation”.

Procedure

Ask students to prepare a place value chart. Give a subtraction equation 

like 52-24 = . Ask students to represent the minuend (52) and subtrahend (24)

in the place value chart and record their computation. Then ask them translate 

their work into expanded notation as follows:

Tens Ones Tens Ones

5 2 4 12
-2 4 -2 4

i.e. 52 
-24

50+2
-(20+4)

2
40+12 
-(20+4) 
20+8 = 28

8

Repeat the activity.

2.2.7: Demonstrates understanding of concept of multiplication as repeated

addition with 2. 3, 4, 5 and as factors.
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Concrete Mode Activities

Activity 1

Ask students to make bundles of straws (or sticks, pencils or paper strips) 

with 2, 3. 4. 5 and 10 straws in each bundle with a rubber band. From two teams

of students and give each team several bundles of straws.

Ask the two teams to play game as follows. Ask a member of team A

open a bundle and lay down on the floor (table) as indicated below. Ask a 

member of Team B then to lay down straws of his bundle across Team A’s straw 

arrangement as show in figure. At this stage a member of Team A must correctly 

describes the straw display and counts the number of intersections formed by 

the sets of crossed straws (overlapping straws).

In the example given above, the Team A member would probably say 

(However it would be desirable if the teacher makes students respond as 3 

straws crossed by 2 straws gives 6 intersections). A team gets one point for each 

correct description. Allow each team to open a bundle of straws alternatively. 

The team with the most points at the end of play is the winner.
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Activity 2: “Products as sets”.

Give the pupils a set of seeds (leaves, flowers or petals of a flower, 

buttons, bottle caps, etc.) and ask them to represent products as shown by the 

following example.

3x4 =

There sets of four make a set of 12.

Semi-concrete Mode Activity

Activity 1

Using “5x8” cards, make a set of array description cards like the one

shown below.

Procedure

Tell the pupil(s) that in 1 row there are 4 dots; in 2 rows there are 8; in 3 

rows there are 12. Ask the pupil(s) to look at the card of dots above and tell, how 

many dots there are in 4 rows; in 5 rows; 6 rows. (If needed, let pupils count, add 

to find out).

Let pupils respond to the questions like the following: Seven 4’s are 28, 

How many are eight 4’s ? Eight 4’s are 32, How many more than 32 are nine

4’s ?

Activity: “Multiplication Roulette’ (Abstract mode).

Purpose

To provide practice in basic multiplication facts.

Materials

A spinner and multiplication table like the ones shown below.
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Procedure

Ask two students to pair up for a game of Multiplication Roulette. Ask 

students to spin the points alternately and multiply the number on the outside of 

the wheel by the number located on the hub. Ask both students to write 

multiplication facts and check them by using the multiplication table that is 

provided. The student with the maximum correct answers is the winner of the

game.

The game can be repeated by changing the number on the hub.

2.2.8 Interprets and writes the symbol (x) of multiplication.

Semi-concrete Mode Activity

Using 5” x 8” cards, make a sets of array description cards with factors 2,

3. 4, 5 upto 10 like the cards with 4 as a facts.

Looking at the groups of dots in the cards above, let the pupils write the 

pair of multiplication facts that each group of dots shows (e.g. 4x5 and 5x4 for 

group of dots in extreme left card).

Abstract Activity

Exercise Set

1. Write the product (multiplication fact) suggested by using the symbol ‘X’.

a. 5 + 5 + 5 + 5

b. 3 + 3

c. 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4

d. 2 + 2 + 2

e. 10 + 10 + 10 + 10
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2. Write each of the following products as a sum by using the “repeated 

addition” interpretation of multiplication.

a. 3 x 4

b. 4 x 6

c. 2 x 7

d. 3 x 1

e. 5 x 6

3. Write the product suggested by each of the following arrays.

a.......... b........  c. . .

d..........

2.2.10 Solves one step of daily life problems using multiplication tables of 2, 3, 4,

5 and 10 where no factors exceeds 10.

Problem Set

1. Mary put 5 beads in a string. She made strings of beads. How may beads did 

Mary use in all ?

2. There are 4 children in a group. Each child sold 6 tickets for a play. How 

many tickets were sold by a group ?
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3. Each page of a picture book contains 3 pictures. How many pictures are 

there in 7 pages ?

4. At Ramesh’s birthday party, 5 children played games at each table. How 

many children had played at 6 tables ?

5. A teacher gave 2 apples to each student at the picnic. There were 8 students 

in the picnic. How many apples did the teacher gave all together ?

3.2.1 Makes any value upto Re. 1 by using collections of coins, using real or toy

money.

Activity 1

Purpose: To reinforce students ability to recognise coins of different

denominations.

Materials

1. Coins or toy coins of Re. 1,50 paise, 25 paise, 20 paise, 10 paise, 5 paise.

2. Cards having the figure of 50 paise, 25 paise, 20 paise, 10 paise and 5 paise

coins and a flannel board.

Procedure

The teacher puts a set of coins with different denominations on the table. 

He calls students one-by-one and asks to pick up coins of 5 paise. 10 paise. 20 

paise, 25 paise, 50 paise and 1 Re.

Each student comes and picks a coin randomly by observing the numeral 

on the coin and tells its denominations loudly. The teacher repeats the activity to 

confirm himself that all the students recognise the coins of all denominations.
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Activity 2

Procedure

The teacher calls a student and asks him to pick 1 Re coin from the set 

and to hold it up so that every student in the class can see it. The teacher 

informs the class that 1 Re contains 100 paise. Now the teacher asks each 

student to repeat that “1 Re contains 100 paise” orally. Then he calls another 

student and asks him to pick two 50 paise coins from the bunch and shows

them to the class. Then he keeps them on the table one above the other so that

all the students can see.

The teacher asks the student: How much is the total of 50 paise + 50 

paise ?

The student answers 100 paise.

The teacher asks how many coins of 50 paise are equal to a rupee.

The student answers “Two such coins”.

The teacher extends the activity with regard to other coins.

Activity 3

Procedure

The teacher calls a student to pick a card having the figure of 1 Re coin 

and fix the same on the flannel board. Then he asks him to pick number of cards 

having the picture of 50 paise such that they are equal to Re. 1 and fix them on 

the flannel board. The teacher extends the activity for coins of 25 paise, 20 

paise, 10 paise and 5 paise denominations.
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Evaluation

Tell the correct answer to the given questions.

1. How many 50 paise coins make one rupee ?

2. How many 25 paise coins make one rupee ?

3. How many 20 paise coins make one rupee ?

4. How many 10 paise coins make one rupee ?

5. How many 5 paise coins make one rupee ?

Activity 4

Materials

A number of a dozen red beads. This game is to be Diayed in pairs.

Procedure

Divide the class into groups of two children. Give each group sufficient 

number of coins of higher and matching number of lower denominations. (100 

paise, 50 paise. 25 paise, 20 paise. 10 paise, 5 paise).

The first child takes a coin of higher denominations say 25 paise (except 5 

paise) and asks his partner to give change equal to 25 paise using coins of 

smaller denominations. If the second child does this correctly, he gets the next 

chance. If second child makes a mistake the child is made to give correct 

number coins and the first child will take his 25 paise coin and the smaller 

denomination coins equivalent to it and the second one looses his chance and 

takes a red bead. Hence the first child gets a second chance. The game

continues. The child with least number of red beads wins.
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3.2.2 Uses non-standard units (such as hand span, luman feet, stick, etc.) to 

measure lengths of objects in immediate environment.

Purpose: To provide practice in measuring the lengths of objects using non

standard units.

Materials

Two sufficiently big sticks (measure more than 2 arms).

Activity 1

Ask them to measure the lengths of two sticks using handspan and arm. 

How many handspans cover length of sticks ? Which is longer ? Which is

shorter?

Activity 2

Ask students in each row to measure the height of each student in that 

row using a stick or a handspan or an arm.

How many sticks will cover the height of a student ?

Who is the tallest student ?

Who is the shortest student ?

Purpose: To enable the children to understand that length of handspan arm are 

different for different persons.

Activity 1

Ask each child to bring one stick to the class. Ask them to break the stick 

as long as their own handspan. Teacher also measures a stick with length of her 

own handspan. Call a child with his stick and ask him to compare with teachers 

stick. This process is repeated with almost all children. Repeat this activity with
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arm. Draw the inference that lengths of handspans and arms are different for 

different persons.

Evaluation: Whose handspan is longest ?

Whose handspan is shortest ?

Activity 2

Take the children to the play ground. Let them frog jump. Ask them to 

measure the distance (from the tip of the toe to the back of the end) covered 

by one jump using their feet. Teacher also measures the distance using her feet. 

Ask the students to notice the difference. How many Rani’s feet will cover the 

distance of Rani’s frog jump ? How may teacher’s feet will cover the distance of 

Rani’s frog jump ?

Whose feet is longer ?

Whose feet is shorter ?

Activity 2 can be repeated using long jump also.

3.2.2 Uses non-standard units to measure lengths of objects in immediate

environment.

Purpose: To reinforce the process of measuring.

Materials: Thread, stick of length half a meter approximately.

Activity 1

Students measure the length of school varandah using stick or thread.

Activity 2

Students measure the length and breadth of school playground using stick

or thread.
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Activity 3

Students measure the length and breadth of classroom using their 

handspan or feet. Than the teacher will ask questions similar to given below.

How many Rani's feet will cover length of classroom ?

How many Sheela’s feet will cover the length of classroom ?

How many Ram's handspan will cover length of classroom ?

Whose feet is longest ?

Whose feet is smallest ?

3.2.3 & 3.2.4: Uses non-standard units to measure mass and capacity.

Purpose: The student will be able to distinguish between capacity and weight.

Materials

Two identical bowls (made of same substance), sand and water.

Procedure

The teacher asks one student to fill one bowl with water and the other with

sand. Then he asks another student to put the bowls on the two pans of a try 

weighing balance. Students observe and realise that though the two identical 

bowls are filled with different substances (water and sand), they have different 

weights, i.e. capacity and weight are different.

5.2.1 Names objects in the environment which have only plane surfaces, only 

curved surfaces, and objects which have both. Names objects in the 

environment which have only plane surface, only curved surface and objects

which have both.
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Activity 1

Purpose: Identification of objects with plane, surface, curved surface and a

combination of both.

Materials

Bail, pen, disc, slate, note books, tiffin box (curved and flat ones), hat. 

match box. chalk box. tumbler, spoon, marbles, chalk.

Procedure

He takes one of them, say, slate and ask how its surface is. He tells them 

that its surface is flat. Similarly he demonstrates a match box, a note book and a 

chalk bow, etc. and tells them that they all have flat surfaces. The teacher then 

takes a ball and asks about the nature of its surface. If they don’t answer 

correctly, the teacher tells them that its surface is curved. Then he present things 

like pen, marbles, chalk and tells them that they all have curved surfaces. 

Similarly the teacher takes out a tiffin box and asks about the nature of its

surface. He tells them that it has both a curved surface and two flat ones

(including the cover). Objects with both types of surfaces (curved and plane) are 

shown to the students (they include ruler, pencil, disc, hat, tumbler, etc.). The 

above materials are given to students for identification.

Activity 2

Materials

Powder tin, small plastic pots, coconut shells, different seeds, lock, 

balloons, tomato, beans, etc. OB kit materials having the above mentioned 

shapes.
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Procedure

The teacher supplies the above materials to groups (of 10) and asks them 

to separate them according to their shapes as plane objects, curved objects and 

objects with both types of surfaces.

Activity 3

Purpose: Enjoyment and understanding.

Procedure

The puoils are asked to collect as many objects as possible from their 

surroundings. They should include objects having flat surface, curved surfaces 

and objects having both curved and plane surfaces.

Evaluation Activity

The teacher writes a list of objects on the blackboard. He asks children to 

write down ‘c’ after names of curved objects, ‘p’ after names of plane surfaced 

objects and ‘p’ and ‘c’ for names of objects having both plane and curved

surface.

Name

1. A dust bin

2. A water melon

3. A bulb

4. A fifty paise coin

5. A cup

6. A idly stand

7. A chapathi stone
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8. A pillow

9. A television

10. Wall

11. Floor

12. Top of a book
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